epoch? Does the American genesis perspective offer a viable alternative for those hypothesizing a rapid replacement [of Homo erectus in Europe]?\(^{131}\)

The answers to such queries are surpassingly obscure at present. While an American genesis may someday be documented beyond all doubt, it is at least equally possible that the whole notion of human monogenesis will be proven wrong, and that some form of polygenesis occurred.\(^{132}\) Such could be the interpretation of the recent finds of 90,000-year-old sites near the mouth of the Klases River in southern Africa when taken in combination with the evidence accruing from America.\(^{133}\) Alternately, it may be shown that there was monogenesis in some area of the earth other than the Western Hemisphere; but at some point much more remote in time than has heretofore been accepted.\(^{134}\) Whatever the truth turns out to be, it is long past time for us to face the questions squarely and toss the dogmas of Beringia and the European origin of modern man in the historical slag heap where all such racist propaganda properly belongs.
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